Fabricating a Versatile Cement-Retained Implant Provisional Restoration with a Customized Temporary Abutment

Abstract
The utilization of an implant-supported provisional restoration is essential to the development of an anatomical gingival architecture, which is needed to attain an esthetically pleasing final restoration. Both screw-retained and cement-retained provisional restorations can be utilized for immediate or delayed provisionalization, each with their benefits and shortcomings. This article describes a versatile technique for fabricating a cement-retained implant provisional restoration that allows for extra-oral customization of the provisional abutment to provide the desired emergence profile, and allows for the cement margin to be visible for precise removal of excess cement.
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Introduction
The fabrication of an implant-supported provisional restoration is an important step in achieving an aesthetic and functional final restoration [1,2]. Numerous different techniques have been reported in the literature with their respective benefits and limitations [3-8]. However, all techniques do agree that an implant provisional restoration is needed to develop and maintain the gingival architecture, and to finally provide the necessary information needed in order to fabricate the highest quality definitive restoration possible. Both screw-retained and cement-retained provisional restorations can be utilized for immediate or delayed provisionalization [9]. Complications associated with screw-retained provisional restorations include proliferation of granulation tissue as a consequence of screw loosening, plaque accumulation, and even abutment screw fracture [10]. This could result in a compromised final esthetic outcome. The other main concern with screw-retained provisional restorations occurs in the maxillary anterior area where the screw access hole is often seen penetrating through the facial surface of the provisional crown, resulting in challenging, and time-consuming esthetic filling of the access hole [11]. Conversely, cement-retained provisional restorations have the main concern of retaining excess cement after cementation [12]. This could lead to complications such as inflammation, bleeding, excess bone loss, and even implant loss [13,14]. Numerous techniques have been advocated to prevent the accumulation of excess cement [15-18]. However, many of these techniques are difficult to implement for immediate temporization, especially in immediate implant placement situations. Lemongello [5] has previously demonstrated a method of customizing a provisional abutment and restoration for an immediately placed implant. However, their technique involved customization of the provisional abutment intra-orally the day after implant placement. This case report describes a technique for immediately fabricating a cement-retained implant provisional restoration that allows for extra-oral customization of the provisional abutment to provide the desired emergence profile and allows for the cement margin to be visible for precise removal of excess cement.

Case Presentation
A 24-year old female was referred from a private orthodontic practice for a replacement of a maxillary left central incisor suffering from a severe external root resorption (Figure 1). Even though the maxillary right central incisor and left lateral incisor also had significant root resorptions, the patient wanted to delay those treatments and address only an extremely mobile maxillary left central incisor for financial reasons. Prior to an implant placement surgery, diagnostic models and tooth shade were obtained. Utilizing polyvinyl siloxane putty material, a provisional restoration matrix was fabricated before the surgery. A maxillary left central incisor was extracted and an endosseous dental implant was immediately placed at the extraction site without opening a flap (Figure 2). After a prefabricated temporary abutment was fully seated on top of the implant, the desired reduction of incisal height and cingulum area was marked with a permanent marker. The temporary abutment was removed and prepared extra-orally with a bur to ensure a proper relief. The proper reduction of temporary abutment was verified intra-orally via provisional restoration matrix. A 1.5 X 1.5 cm piece of rubber dam was cut out, a small hole was punched in the center of the dam, and placed around the trimmed temporary abutment intra-orally to cover proximal papillae and cervical undercuts of
adjacent teeth (Figure 3). The rubber dam was lowered cervically to cover the apical one-third of the trimmed abutment in order to prevent provisional restoration material from flowing into the undercuts and the surgical site. A cotton pallet was placed into the temporary abutment screw hole to prevent provisional restoration material from flowing into the screw access hole. As a separating medium, a petroleum jelly was applied to the incisal two-thirds of the trimmed temporary abutment above the rubber dam. The provisional restoration material was injected into the putty matrix and the matrix was inserted over the adjacent teeth and temporary abutment with rubber dam in place (Figure 4). After the provisional restoration material set, the temporary crown (incisal two-thirds of ideal tooth contour) and the piece of rubber dam were carefully removed (Figure 5). The excess provisional restoration material was trimmed extra-orally in order to fabricate the ideal contour of the provisional crown and create a flat butt-joint margin at the junction between the incisal two-thirds of the crown and cervical one-third as a to-be-customized temporary abutment. This step was important to prevent the provisional crown from locking to the future customized temporary abutment. Petroleum jelly was applied to the flat butt-joint margin and slightly up onto the axial walls of the provisional crown. A lubricated flat butt-joint margin was critical to prevent the flowable composite material used to create the cervical portion of the customized abutment from bonding to the provisional crown. The ideal location of cement margin between the crown and the customized abutment was slightly supra-gingival or at the height of the gingival margin to enhance removal of excess temporary cement. The trimmed prefabricated temporary abutment with rubber dam was removed from the patient’s mouth (Figure 6) and re-connected to the implant analog. The ideally contoured and lubricated provisional crown (incisal two-thirds of ideal tooth contour) was positioned back onto the temporary abutment/implant analogue and a complete seating was confirmed. A 3-dimensional space between the flat butt-joint margin of the provisional crown and the prefabricated temporary abutment margin was filled with flowable composite and light cured (Figure 7). The effort was applied to ensure a desired emergence profile had been developed. After the light-cured excess flowable composite over the axial walls of provisional crown was trimmed away, the provisional crown was lifted carefully from the now-customized temporary abutment (Figure 8). The customized temporary abutment was re-connected onto the implant intra-orally and the abutment screw was hand-tightened (Figure 9). The proximal contacts, occlusion, smile line, and both labial and lingual contours of the provisional crown were adjusted and the screw of the customized temporary abutment was tightened with a torque wrench. The abutment screw access hole was sealed with cotton and the provisional crown was cemented using temporary cement over the customized temporary abutment (Figure 10). Any excess cement was now easily removed since the margins were at or above the free gingival margin. Furthermore, the provisional crown may be relubricated or further revised without removing the customized temporary abutment, thereby ensuring the undisturbed healing and development of the desired gingival contours. At 2 weeks from the surgery, customized temporary abutment labial margin was lowered and a new provisional crown was fabricated to achieve a better esthetic. Radiograph showed the location of temporary abutment margin and a reasonably ideal emergence profile of a customized temporary abutment made of flowable composite (Figure 11). In two months, the final all ceramic restoration was cemented on custom CAD/CAM zirconia abutment. The emergence profiles of both flowable composite customized temporary abutment and zirconia custom CAD/CAM abutment look quite similar each other (Figure 12).
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Figure 3: A piece of rubber dam is placed around the trimmed temporary abutment to protect the surgical site and block out proximal undercuts.

Figure 4: While rubber dam is in place, provisional restoration material was applied to the separating medium covered trimmed temporary abutment using a putty matrix.

Figure 5A & 5B: A: A self-cured provisional crown was set; B: A provisional crown was removed from the temporary abutment and block-out cotton was coming out with it.

Figure 6: The trimmed prefabricated temporary abutment with rubber dam was removed from the patient’s mouth.

Figure 7: The 3-dimensional space between provisional crown fabricated intraorally with rubber dam and the preformed margin of temporary abutment is filled with flowable composite while achieving an ideal emergence profile. Separating medium is only applied on temporary crown side, not to the abutment margin side so that flowable composite can bond to the temporary abutment.
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Figure 8: A provisional crown is lifted carefully from the customized temporary abutment.

Figure 9: Customized temporary abutment was placed back onto the implant and the abutment screw was hand-tightened.

Figure 10A, 10B & 10C: A: Provisional crown was cemented with temporary cement after abutment screw access hole was covered with cotton. Complete removal of excess cement was easily achieved. B & C: Labial and lingual contours, and smile looked harmonious.
Discussion

This is a very versatile technique which can predictably produce esthetic results (no need for a labial composite to seal a temporary abutment screw hole) with an equi-gingival cement margin (low chance for cement-induced complications) while promoting ideal soft tissue contours by customizing temporary abutment contours. It also can be used virtually in any situation; at first stage or second stage surgery appointments with or without flap opening, no matter whether implant angulation is tilted labially or lingually, and no matter how deep or shallow an implant is placed into the bone. Both screw-retained and cement-retained implant provisional restorations have their limitations. This universal technique can virtually eliminate incomplete cement removal problems while maintaining all the advantages of cement-retained provisional restorations thereby providing an esthetic and functional provisional restoration. Furthermore, this technique can be utilized at first stage or second stage surgeries, and in immediate implant placement situations.
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